Abstract. We substantially refine our previously developed model for the suppression of Υ mesons in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP) formed in 2.76 TeV PbPb collisions at the LHC. It accounts for gluodissociation of the six bottomium states Υ(nS), χ b (nP ) with n = 1, 2, 3, collisional damping of these states as described in a complex potential, screening of the real part of the potential, and the subsequent decay cascade. In the hydrodynamical calculation of the expanding fireball, we take into account the effect of transverse expansion on the suppression factors, and finite transverse momenta of the heavy mesons in the medium. The running of the coupling is considered, resulting in larger gluodissociation decay widths. The initial central temperature is found to be 550 MeV at 0.1 fm/c. Our results are in good agreement with recent centrality-dependent CMS and ALICE data. The calculated suppression of the excited states relative to the ground state Υ(1S) is not strong enough in peripheral collisions. Additional mechanisms are discussed. Predictions for 5.52 TeV are made.
Introduction
The suppression of the yields of heavy quarkonia in relativistic heavy-ion collisions as compared to what is expected from pp collisions at the same energy is a sensitive probe for the properties of the medium. The latter is likely to be a quark-gluon plasma (QGP) for sufficiently high incident energies (RHIC, LHC) and centralities that permit to attain an energy density above the critical one. Although most of the experimental and theoretical work in this field in the past 25 years was concerned with the J/Ψ suppression and its various possible origins, there are strong reasons to investigate bottomium suppression in the medium as a complementary process.
We had presented a corresponding theoretical investgation in [1] , where also the preference for the bottomium system was discussed: In particular the Υ(1S) ground state with a mass of 9.46 GeV is very strongly bound, it melts as the last quarkonium state in the QGP only at about 4.10 T c [2] . This turns it into a particularly interesting probe for processes like the dissociation by ultra soft thermal gluons in the QGP [3] , and collisional damping in the medium. The large b-quark mass renders theoretical derivations cleaner than in the charmonium system. And even at LHC energies, the number of bb pairs in the QGP remains small such that statistical recombination is unimportant, whereas it appears to be sizeable in the charmonium case.
As compared to our previous work [1] , a substantial number of refinements have been implemented into the model. As an example, we now use a different parametrisation of the relation between the number of collisions, number of participants, and the initial centrality-dependent temperature profile that employs the proportionality between the initial entropy density and the cube of the temperature, s 0 ∝ T 3 0 . This modification produces more suppression and hence, changes the parameter space for the QGP lifetime, and Upsilon formation time that is consistent with the centrality-dependent CMS data for the ground state suppression. We also consider explicitly the finite transverse momentum of the bottomium in the QGP, with an ensuing blue shift in the direction of motion, and red shift in the opposite direction. In our description of the hydrodynamic expansion of the medium, we now explicitly include the effect of transverse expansion on the suppression factors, which leads to a slightly faster cooling of the system and hence, less suppression -which is, however, compensated by the modified temperature profile.
Another major improvement concerns the consideration of the running coupling in the calculations of the wave functions, and the various dissociation processes. Since the coupling constant depends on the solution of the Schrödinger equation for the various bottomium states, we use an iterative method for the solution of the problem, together with the one-loop expression for the running of the coupling. In the calculation of the feed-down cascade that follows the suppression of the bottomium states in the medium, we now consider all six bottomium states Υ(nS) and χ b (nP ) with n = 1, 2, 3 below the BB threshold, including the recently discovered χ b (3P ) state as was proposed in [4] .
In section 2 we employ a finite-temperature, complex potential model to calculate the bottomium wave functions and decay widths including gluodissociation in the QGP. In section 3 a numerical, hydrodynamical calculation is presented to model the evolution of the temperature and velocity distributions of the fireball that includes the effect of transverse expansion. We then combine these results with the in-medium decay widths of chapter 2 to calculate QGP-suppression factors R QGP AA , that give the amount of suppression of the individual bottomium states within the fireball. After a decay cascade calculation has been performed, the final suppression factors R AA are presented in section 4, where they are compared to the most recent results of ALICE and CMS. We close with summary and conclusions in section 5.
Dissociation of bottomium
In this section we calculate the in-medium color-singlet wave functions from an improved potential approach as compared to our earlier work [3, 1] that includes the effect of the running of the coupling with energy. The bound state wave functions ψ nlm (r, θ, ϕ, T ) = g nl (r, T )Y lm (θ, ϕ)/r, with the spherical harmonics Y lm , are characterized by the principal, angular and magnetic quantum numbers n, l and m, respectively. The Υ and¸wave functions obey the temperature-dependent, radial, stationary Schrödinger equation
where Γ nl is the decay width, E nl the binding energy, m b the bottom mass and V ef f,nl an effective interaction potential, that contains the centrifugal barrier and a complex interaction potential V nl , whose real part vanishes at infinity due to screening,
where the string tension equals σ = 0.192 GeV 2 and the Debye mass m D is obtained from perturbative HTL calculations. The complex potential (4) is a combination of the potential found by [5, 6, 7] and the non-perturbative potential ansatz of [8] . The number of colors and flavors, respectively, are set to N c = N f = 3. The variable α nl denotes the strong coupling α s evaluated at the soft scale S nl (T ),
In this work we use the one-loop expression for the running of the coupling,
where Q is the scale of four-momentum exchange and µ an arbitrary reference scale. Using values for α s with matched charm-and bottom-masses [9] yields the QCD-scale Λ QCD = 276.3 MeV. Eq. (1) is solved numerically for the bottomium states Υ(nS) and χ b (nP ) (n = 1, 2, 3) and different temperatures. Since the coupling constant α nl (T ) depends on the solution g nl (r, T ) of eq. (1) we have to resort to an iterative procedure. First we choose a initial value S (0) for the soft scale in eq. (5), specific to the state and temperature, and then evaluate eq. (1) via a shooting method in the complex (E, Γ)-plane to obtain a first approximation of the wave function g (1) nl , energy E (1) nl and decay width Γ (1) nl . We then recalculate the soft scale S nl from g (1) nl and use it together with E (1) nl and Γ (1) nl as initial values for the next step,
In this procedure, the bottom mass m b is fixed from the zero temperature case of the ground state, using the experimental value of the Υ(1S)-mass [10] and replacing eq. (fm) Figure 1 . Binding energies E (top) and rms radii r 2 (bottom) of the different bottomium states as a function of temperature. 
Subsequently, for the other states and for finite temperature, m b is held fixed at this value and both E and Γ are varied in order to satisfy eq. (1) . Figure 1 shows the binding energies E nl and the root-mean-square (rms) radii r 2 for all six states under consideration. In the common picture color screening weakens the bb-binding, causing the bound state to swell up to very large rms radii before it eventually dissolves. Remarkably the combined effect of color screening and collisional damping keeps r 2 approximately constant even to the point of dissolution at the melting temperature T m (see table 1). In figure 2 we have plotted different scales emerging in the potential model. In particular we compare the thermal scale 2πT with the soft scales S nl (T ) of the Υ(1S) and χ b (1P ). In the absence of the non-perturbative string part, the potential (4) has been found to be valid only for 2πT ≫ S nl (T ) in pNRQCD [6] . It is evident that this relation is indeed satisfied for the χ b (1P ), and likewise for all higher excited states, for all temperatures T ≥ T c = 170 MeV. For the Υ(1S), however, the potential (4) should be replaced by a low-temperature expression for T 230 MeV. Since our approach is guided by pNRQCD we should in principle also use two different potentials for the Υ(1S). However, we have found that the influence on the final results is negligible [11] and so it is safe to use eq. (4) only.
The ultra soft scale U nl is of the order of the binding energy |E nl | and hence, gluodissociation should be an ultra soft process since the gluon energy E g has to satisfy E g > |E nl | in order to be able to dissociate the bottomium. The choice U nl = |E nl |, however, turns out to be unrealistic since |E nl | < Λ QCD for all excited states and even for the ground state Υ(1S) if T 240 MeV [11] . On the other hand, we find that U nl = |V ef f,nl | represents a valid choice for the ultra soft scale, satisfying U nl > Λ QCD within a reasonable parameter regime as can be seen in figure 2 .
The gluodissociation decay width is calculated by folding the singlet-octet dipole transition cross section σ diss,nl with a Bose-Einstein distribution for the gluons [3, 1, 12] ,
where g d = 16 is the number of gluon degrees of freedom. The width Γ diss depends on the overlap of the gluodissociation cross section with the gluon distribution. While the peak of the Bose-Einstein distribution moves to larger gluon energies with increasing temperature the opposite is the case for the shape of the cross section (see figure  3 ). In previous studies [3, 1] , where the running of the coupling was not considered in the Schrödinger equation, this behavior has resulted in a maximum of Γ diss at a certain temperature. This has led to the conclusion that gluodissociation would become inefficient at higher temperatures [13, 14, 15] . In the present model, however, the decreasing ultra soft scale U nl enhances the coupling at higher temperatures and so results in a larger cross section at higher temperature. The gluodissociation decay width therefore increases with temperature and does not achieve a maximum as shown in figure 4 , where results for Γ diss,nl are plotted together with the decay width Γ nl ≡ Γ damp,nl , that originates from the imaginary part of the potential. It is evident that gluodissociation contributes significantly to the width at all temperatures. Only for the χ b (2P ) and Υ(3S) the shape of Γ diss appears to tend towards a maximum value as the melting temperature T m is approached.
Hydrodynamical expansion
In order to calculate the amount of Υ-suppression in the QGP using the melting temperatures and decay widths obtained in sec. 2, we need to model the evolution of the fireball produced in relativistic heavy ion collisions.
We describe the QGP by a relativistic, perfect fluid consisting of gluons and massless up-, down-and strange-quarks, whose energy-momentum tensor reads
where ε is the fluid's internal energy density, P the pressure and u the fluid fourvelocity. For a general energy-momentum tensor the equations of motion are obtained by imposing four-momentum conservation, ∇ · T = 0, which yields 1
where g = g µν dx µ dx ν is the spacetime-metric and eq. (8) has to be inserted for T . The system of equations is closed by the equation of state, appropriate for a perfect, relativistic fluid,
We evaluate eq. (9) in the longitudinally co-moving frame (LCF), where the metric g is given by
with the x 1 -axis lying within and the x 2 -axis orthogonal to the reaction-plane. In this frame the fluid flour-velocity u reads
Note that the same transverse velocity components v 1 , v 2 are measured in the laboratory frame (LF) as in the LCF; a property that is very convenient when dealing with quantities that depend on transverse momentum p T . Inserting eqs. (8) and (10) - (12) into eq. (9) yields
where the second equation corresponds to u·(∇·T ) = 0. We solve eqs. (13) numerically, starting at the initial time τ init = 0.1 fm/c in the LCF with the initial conditions
where f = 0.145 [16, 17] , T 0 = 550 MeV and the impact parameter b (see [11] for more information on the numerical procedure). Temperature profiles are shown in figure 5 for a central collision (b = 0). We define the QGP-suppression factor R QGP AA,nl (c, p T ), which quantifies the amount of in-medium suppression of bottomia with transverse momentum p T for PbPb collisions in the centrality bin c, where b c ≤ b < b c+1 . The QGP-suppression factor is not directly measurable since it accounts only for the amount of suppression inside the fireball due to the three processes of color screening, collisional damping and gluodissociation. It is given by the ratio of the number of bottomia that have survived the fireball to the number of produced bottomia. The latter scales with the number of binary collisions at a given point in the transverse plane and hence with the nuclear overlap, N bb ∝ N coll ∝ T AA . Thus we write R QGP AA as follows:
The damping factor D nl is determined by the temporal integral over the total decay width Γ tot,nl = Γ damp,nl + Γ diss,nl ,
where τ F,nl is the formation time in the bottomium rest-frame, γ T,nl (p T ) = 1 + (p T /M vac nl ) 2 the Lorentz-factor due to transverse motion in the LCF, M vac nl the experimentally measured bottomium vacuum mass and the effective temperature T ef f will be properly defined below. In particular, for a bottomium state formed initially at the location (x 1 , x 2 ) that moves through the medium with the transverse velocity β nl (p T ), the exact functional form of the total decay width reads
Bottomium states are too massive to experience a substantial change of their momenta by collisions with the light medium particles. Hence there will be a finite relative velocity v between the QGP and the bb states. The relativistic Doppler shift will then result in an angle-dependent, effective temperature,
where θ is the angle between the direction of v and the scattering angle, as was also concluded in [18, ] . In general T ′ ef f results in a blue-shifted effective temperature in the forward direction and a red-shifted one in the backward direction. The effect of red and blue shift gets more and more pronounced with increasing velocity v but the red-shifted region is growing, while the blue-shifted region is restricted to smaller and smaller angles θ; a fact that has already been pointed out in [19] .
Here we approximate the effect of this anisotropic, effective temperature by averaging eq. (20) over the solid angle. In this way we obtain an isotropic, effective temperature T ef f (v) as
We find that the effect of red shift dominates over blue shift for all relative velocities v > 0 (see [11] for more information on the evolution of T ef f in relativistic heavy ion collisions). Figure 6 shows profiles of the Υ(1S)-damping factor D 10 and the weighted damping factor T AA D 10 that appears in the integrand of the numerator in eq. (17) . The two quantities are plotted along the x 1 -axis for a central collision (b = 0) for transverse momentum p T = 0 and a formation time of τ 10 = 0.5 fm/c. In general bottomia dissolve very rapidly near the collision center, where the decay width is large. As the fireball cools, however, the dissociation rate decreases strongly.
The weighted damping factor T AA D nl directly scales with the number of surviving bottomia in the transverse plane. Hence it is very instructive to take a look at the twodimensional plots of T AA D n0 shown in figure 7 , where τ F,nl = 0.5 fm/c has been used. The transverse T AA D n0 -distributions of the Υ(1S) and Υ(2S) are displayed for a central (b = 0) and a peripheral collision (b = 8 fm) for p T = 0 and 12 GeV/c, respectively. Most bottomia are formed in the center of the heavy ion collision, where most binary nucleon-nucleon collisions occur. Due to the high central temperatures, however, strong suppression changes the shape of the surface from cone-like (peripheral) into volcanolike (central). Evidently, the Υ(2S) is suppressed much more efficiently than the more stable Υ(1S). Note that it is the action of color screening that forbids the formation of bound bb states above the melting temperature T m and thus enforces D nl = 0 in close proximity to the collision center. This does not occur for the Υ(1S) since its melting temperature (see table 1) is higher than the maximum fireball temperature, T m > T 0 . Large transverse momenta lead to significantly less suppression as time dilation causes bottomia to be formed at a later time in the LF/LCF where the QGP has already cooled down a bit in addition to the red-shifted effective temperature seen by the bottomia.
Results for the QGP-suppression factors R 24 GeV/c in steps of 2 GeV/c, according to
where we have used the bottomium production cross section σ nl (p T ) as measured by CMS [20] , with σ(7-8 GeV/c) = 0.51 nb. The same cross section is assumed for thȩ states as for the corresponding Υ states. Note that we have plotted R QGP AA not as continuous function of centrality but averaged over centrality bins to achieve a better comparability with CMS data.
The ground state Υ(1S) is significantly less suppressed than the Υ(2S) and Υ(3S). The large in-medium decay widths of the excited states result in almost complete suppression in the QGP so that the overall QGP-suppression factor is non-zero only due to contributions from the peripheral collision regions where no QGP is formed. For high p T , however, a significant fraction of the excited states is created in the boundary region of the QGP and can escape the plasma, seeing a strongly red-shifted, effective temperature. 
Comparison with LHC data
To obtain the final suppression factors that are to be compared with the data from the QGP-suppression factors we need to calculate the fractions of Υ(nS) that decay into dimuon pairs. Therefore we reconsider in this section the decay cascade of excited bb states within the bottomium family. The suppression factor R AA = R AA (Υ(nS), c, p T ), which compares the dimuon yields N µ n in PbPb-and pp-collisions for Υ(nS) states measured in the centrality bin b c ≤ b < b c+1 with transverse momentum p T , may be readily written as 
where B IJ is the branching ratio for the decay J → I + X of the bottomium state J into the lower lying state I and B µ ± ,nS is the branching ratio for the decay Υ(nS) → µ + µ − . While available experimental values are taken from the PDG [10] , the branching ratios of the χ b (3P ) have not been measured so we rely on theoretical predictions of the partial widths [21] .
In order to obtain the initial populations we use CMS data from the LHC pp run at -decays is estimated to be less than 6% [23] . In this work we will assume the χ b (3P )-contribution to be at the estimated upper limit. The resulting suppression factors R AA (Υ(nS)) are shown in figure 9 as functions of centrality. We have used τ init = 0.1 fm/c, T 0 = 550 MeV and performed the p Taverage from results for p T = 4 up to 24 GeV/c in steps of 2 GeV/c. Further we have used different formation times of τ nl = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 fm/c. The theoretical results are compared to recent data of CMS [22] and ALICE [24, 25] . Note, however, that ALICE has measured at rapidity 2.5 < y < 4 and transverse momentum p T > 0 GeV/c, whereas CMS has measured at |y| < 2.4 and p T > 4 GeV/c. There is slightly more suppression at the forward rapidities. Also, ALICE data are for the centrality bins 0 -20% and 20 -90%, respectively, as opposed to the CMS centrality bins, which we have used in this work to obtain the theoretical results. Minimum bias results are given in table 2 for R AA (Υ(nS)) and the double ratios
together with CMS data [22] . , together with data from CMS [22] , circles, and ALICE [25] , triangles.
In figure 10 we display predictions for R AA (Υ(1S)) and R QGP AA (Υ(1S)) for PbPb collisions at √ s N N = 5.52 TeV. We have used the scaling relation between the initial entropy density and the charged particle multiplicity per unit rapidity, s 0 ∝ dN ch /dη [26, 27, 28] , and inserted s 0 ∝ T 3 0 together with extrapolated results for dN ch /dη [29] to obtain an increase by 6.6% in the initial temperature, i.e. T 0 = 586 MeV in our case. We have used τ nl = 0.3 fm/c and left the other parameters at the same values as for figure 9 .
The Υ(1S) ground state is found to be slightly more suppressed in the medium at the higher energy of 5.52 TeV and hence, also the total suppression of the Υ(1S) in PbPb as compared to pp is stronger, but this enhancement is less than 10 %: Doubling the energy in PbPb collisions at LHC is not expected to have a dramatic effect on bottomium suppression in heavy-ion colliisions. 
Summary and conclusions
Our model for bottomium suppression in the quark-gluon plasma that had been outlined in [1] is substantially refined in the present work. The general approach is based on the realisation that, due to the strong binding of bottomia, and in particular the Υ(1S)state, only very few processes contribute significantly to their suppression in relativistic heavy ion collisions. Therefore we consider only the three processes of color screening, gluodissociation and collisional damping -plus the substantial effects of the subsequent feed-down cascade. The treatment of the latter is performed as detailed in [4] -with the inclusion of the recently detected χ b (3P ) state, but without further modifications. A proper treatment of the cascade shows that it causes a large fraction of the suppression for all centralities because in the quark-gluon plasma the excited states are mostly suppressed and hence, the normal feed-down to the lower-lying states is missing. As a major improvement of our previous work [3, 1] we now include the running coupling when solving the Schrödinger equation to obtain the bottomium wave functions, and the dissociation cross sections. Not only does the running of the coupling increase the melting temperatures, especially for the excited states, but the increased ultra soft coupling also results in a significantly larger gluodissociation decay width, and a monotonic rise with temperature in the physically relevant region. (Without the running coupling, the gluodissociation width acquires a maximum as a function of temperature).
We have also considered the finite transverse momenta of bottomia and their relative velocities with respect to the expanding QGP that surrounds the quarkonia. The ensuing relativistic Doppler shift results in an angle-dependent effective temperature, causing a blue shift in the forward and a red shift in the backward direction of the moving bottomium, which is considered in the calculation of the bottomium suppression in the QGP. When averaging over the solid angle, the red shift is actually found to be more important than the blue shift for all finite relative velocities, leading to a lower temperature profile and hence, less suppression. This is, however, more than compensated by a more realistic initial temperature distribution that makes use of the proportionality between the initial entropy density and the cube of the temperature. It depends on the third root of a mixture of the number of participants and the number of collisions. It is supported by experimental results from PHOBOS [16] and ALICE [17] .
The hydrodynamical model of the fireball is refined to account for transverse expansion, which leads to a faster cooling of the system. Again, this is compensated by the now more realistic initial conditions, eq. (15) . In view of the in many instances good agreement of ideal hydrodynamics with bulk observables in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, we conjecture that its use for the description of bottomium suppression in the medium is permissible, provided both longitudinal and transverse expansion are properly considered.
Due to the compensating effects in the above refinements of our model as compared to [1] , it turns out that the parameter space that is compatible with the centralitydependent Υ(1S) suppression data as measured by CMS [22] is indeed close to the values that we had obtained previously, where we had used a bottomium formation time of 0.1 fm/c and QGP lifetimes of 4-8 fm/c. However, in this work the improved initial conditions cause a flatter temperature profile with substantially more suppression in the QGP, which is counteracted by larger formation times of the order of 0.4 fm/c (see figure 9 ): This circumvents the initially extremely hot (but rapidly cooling) zone and hence, reduces the suppression such that it agrees with the Υ(1S) data. Instead of the QGP lifetime we now use the initial central temperature T 0 as a parameter, see eq. (15) . We find T 0 = 550 MeV for 2.76 TeV PbPb, and obtain an excellent description of the centrality-dependent Υ(1S) suppression data [22] .
When implementing the above improvements into our model, we had also intended to obtain a better theoretical understanding of the suppression of the Υ(2S) state as a function of centrality: In [1] we had found that in peripheral collisions much less suppression is predicted than was measured by CMS [22] . As is shown in figure 9 , there is indeed a somewhat larger suppression in the calculation for the Υ(2S) state, but a simultaneous precise modeling of the centrality dependence for both states is difficult to achieve by changing the model parameters formation time and/or initial temperature. A refined treatment using state-dependent formation times may resolve the issue, since shorter formation times for the excited states cause stronger suppression. However, this would also result in additional suppression of the Υ(1S) state by missing feed-down. Consequently the suppression pattern can only be improved by means of modified formation times if a good balance between these two effects can be found. In addition, such an approach should be built upon a theory for state-dependent formation times, which has not yet been developed.
As a more promising answer to the conundrum, one could resort to additional suppression mechanisms which we have not yet accounted for, and which act differently on the ground and excited states. Cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects may indeed provide the solution, but nuclear shadowing is expected to act on ground and excited states in a similar fashion. A remaining possibility is hadronic dissociation -mostly by the large number of pions in the final state even in more peripheral collisions -, which is likely to be relevant only for the excited bottomium states, but not for the strongly bound spin-triplet ground state. In any case, the current picture has to be refined if higher accuracy is desired. The broad range of different approaches [13, 15, 30, 31, 32] in the field shows that a full account of the phenomenon of Υ suppression in relativistic heavy ion collisions at the LHC remains a very ambitious goal.
Given the reliable modelling of the Υ(1S) suppression in 2.76 TeV PbPb, we have also made a prediction at the LHC design energy of 5.52 TeV, where the initial central temperature is increased by 6.6% from 550 MeV to 586 MeV. This leads to a slightly stronger suppression, but the effect is less than 10% at all centralities. Whereas the investigation of bottomium suppression at the highest LHC energy will thus be interesting regarding the energy dependence of the balance between ground and excited states, one should not expect dramatic modifications of the ground-state suppression.
